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Spark-gap arcs and cuts the over voltage spike and 
makes short circuit to earth and to other phases.

Current Limiter Device (CLD) activates and cuts 
the over voltage spike, but keeps arrester voltage to 
earth and to phases no short circuit.

CLD is classifed by their nominal 
discharge current and high current 
impulse withstand capabilities for a 
waveform of 8/20 μs. Currents from 
these standard waveforms will last from 
20 to 30 μs, in actual it’s even worse 
when arrester is faced with multiple 
strokes.
This typical arrester is more adapted on 
shielded line application
We tested our product at CESI Lab.
The external gap line arrester has a life 
expectancy of 20 years and is one time 
investment for your distribution line. 

DID YOU KNOW? 

LorePLP-PA CLD installed in coordination 
with Metal Oxide Arrester provides 
the best possible protection for 
transformers and line system medium 
voltage covered conductor.

DID YOU KNOW? 

CURRENT LIMITING DEVICE (CLD)



Prevent insulator and conductor breakage

Protect sensitive components (MOA
arresters, transformers, etc.)

Avoid outages on the line

Avoid short circuits (follow current)

No grounding to adjust and control
(depend on cross arm and pole material)

No copper ground lead required
(depend on cross arm and pole material)

Self-protected product

No maintenance required

Fix and forget (20 years life expectancy)

One time investment for the line

Higher reliability of the line

EFFICIENT EFFECT I VE

EFFECTIVE SOLUTION TO PROTECT MEDIUM VOLTAGE 
INSTALLATIONS AGAINST LIGHTNING

INNOVAT I VE TECHNOLO GY

Window relief SVU is simple and unique technology 

able to prevent damage on SVU from lightning 

discharge energy by release pressure in SVU due to 

high energy impact. It requires NO additional 

product (ground lead, ground rod) functions with the 

conductivity of the pole and cross arm.

Manufacturing:

Sophisticated and stricted quality inspection for varistor 

material is performed to ensure high quality of CLD. 



1. CLD is more adapted to Line Protection system 
(e.g Conductor line) while Metal Oxide Arrester is 
more adapted to Main Equipment Protection System  
(e.g Transformer), i t ’s  due to dif ferent  appl ica-
t ion and purpose.

Herewith the advantage of using CLD (Current Limiting 
Device) against NGLA (Non Gapped Line Arrester) :

3. Nominal discharge current of Metal Oxide Arrester are 
given for a waveform of 8/20 us, currents from these 
standard waveforms will last from 20 to 30 us,  in actual 
it’s even worse when arrester is faced with  multiple 
strokes, 5% of negative strokes last more than  200 us  
which is far beyond the capability of standard  arresters 
according to IEC 60099-4 standard. 

4. Based BS EN 50397-3:2010 “Covered conductors for 
overhead lines and the related accessories  for rated 
voltages above 1 kV a.c and not exceeding 36 kV a.c” 
-Part 3 : Guide to use.

It should be noted that the line arrester standard, IEC 
60099-8, includes a discharge capability test for waveforms 
of 200 to 250 us. The discharge capability of CLD (Current 
Limiting Device) are made according to the IEC 60099-8. If 
Metal Oxide Arrester is used as line arrester,  then cause 
major of surge arrester failure in the system.

2. A lightning flash can have several strokes and striking 
points, all or parts of these can directly or indirectly hit 
the line, as per IEC 62305-1,  Impulse or strokes can be :

• Short stroke (IEC 62305-1) : part of the lightning �ash   
   corresponding to an impulse current

Why CLD? . .C omp are d to  MOA

• A lightning flash can be composed of one or more 
   lightning  strokes, each single lightning strokes can 
   be a short stroke or a long stroke.

 • Long stroke (IEC 62305-1) : part of the lightning �ash 
    corresponding to a continuing current
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Protection Device, to increase the quality of  consumer’s 
electricity  supply a combination of SVU and spark gap as 
shown in �gure below may be used. The advantage of this 
protection method is that high-speed auto re-closure 
operation is not needed to cut o� the power arc. In this way 
short interruptions are avoided.
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Te chnic al  Charac ter ist ic s

 Current Limiting Device (CLD) performance specifications
Parameter Rated value 

1. Rated voltage, kV 24 
2. Continuous voltage of arrester (MCOV), kV (rms) 19.2 
3. Nominal discharge current, A 10000 
4. Residual voltage at lightning impulse of current 8/20 µs 
of amplitude (kV, no more than):    

5 кА 57.2 
10 кА 61.4 
20 кА 69.3 

5. Residual voltage at steep 1/10 µs current impulse with 
amplitude 10000 А (kV, no more than) 66.7 
6. Voltage sparkover operation 1.2/50 µs U50%, (kV, no 
more than) 110 
7. Repetitive Charge Transfer Rating Qrs, С 0.4 
8. Thermal Charge Transfer Rating Qth, С 1.1 
9. High current impulse 4/10 µs, kA 100 
10. Long Duration Current Impulse, A 300 
11. SVU reference voltage (at classification current Iref = 1 
mA), kV, no less than 22.3 
12. One-minute withstand voltage of 50 Hz dry if the SVU 
has been shorted due to overloading, (kV, no less than) 65 
13. One-minute withstand voltage of 50 Hz wet if the SVU 
has been shorted due to overloading, (kV, no less than) 45 

 Current Limiting Device (CLD) 24kV is tested by CESI
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How to order:

1. Series Varistor Unit (SVU) + SVU electrode  

2. Insulated Piercing Connector

3. Conductor Rod

4. Conductor Clamp (optional for bare conductor)

5. Bracket Arrester (to suit Insulator type)
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C onfiguration of  Current Limiting Device (CLD)

 for  tens ion insulator

Another  configuration of  Current Limiting Device (CLD) 

for  susp ens ion insulator

How to order:

1. Series Varistor Unit (SVU) + SVU electrode

2. Insulator Rods

3. Strain Clamp

4. Tension insulator (optional)

How to order:

1. Series Varistor Unit (SVU) + SVU electrode

2. Insulator Rods

3. Suspension Clamp

4. Tension insulator (optional)

5. Bracket
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